
Navigating Through Uncertain Times
In the age of information, data is power. The accounting profession in Canada and globally is experiencing 
unique and unprecedented challenges and opportunities. The digitization of transactions is quickly 
transforming the landscape and nature of work, and accountants are recognizing the need to shift their 
focus from hindsight to foresight. This means embracing new technologies and methods that will enable 
CPAs to harness the power of information in a data-driven world. Adding to this transformation is 
the COVID-19 pandemic and its effects on businesses and the economy. Fluctuating conditions mean 
businesses are adapting to this new reality impacting the role of professional accountants.  
We are all in this together!
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Send your letter to the editor to mbuttner@cpask.ca 
or by mail to CPA Saskatchewan. Letters may be 
edited for length and clarity. 

Navigating Through Uncertain Times
In the age of information, data is power. The accounting profession in Canada and globally is experiencing 
unique and unprecedented challenges and opportunities. The digitization of transactions is quickly 
transforming the landscape and nature of work, and accountants are recognizing the need to shift their 
focus from hindsight to foresight. This means embracing new technologies and methods that will enable 
CPAs to harness the power of information in a data-driven world. Adding to this transformation is 
the COVID-19 pandemic and its effects on businesses and the economy. Fluctuating conditions mean 
businesses are adapting to this new reality impacting the role of professional accountants. We are all in 
this together!
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BOARD CHAIR REPORT

BOARD CHAIR  

REPORT
Diana Leray, CPA, CA, Chair of the Board, CPA Saskatchewan

Navigating Through Uncertain Times 
As CPA Saskatchewan continues to uphold the safety of our 
community and members, the decision was made to defer 
our AGM to September. We will continue to support the 
efforts of our government and the residents of this province 
to ensure that everyone stays safe and healthy.

As part of this decision, our Board members have agreed to 
extend their terms until September to allow for continuity 
and support of decisions that are being made. We are 
looking forward to the new strategies we have developed 
and seeing them unfold in the days ahead. This fall, we will 
have a virtual AGM and we hope that our members will 
continue to be engaged in our profession by joining us for 
our Annual Meeting on September 2. 

We will soon be looking for members to put their names 
forward for election to the CPA SK Board. I can’t tell you 
how rewarding it is to be a part of the team who governs 
our professional body. We have several vacancies to fill this 
year and I would encourage you to consider putting your 
name forward. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the following 
Board members whose terms will be over in September: 
Glen Bailey, FCPA, FCA; Paul Jacob, CPA, CMA; Bob Korol,  
FCPA, FCMA; Rodney Sieffert, CPA, CA; Darcy Spilchen, 
CPA, CMA, CA; and Laurie Thomas, CPA, CMA. It has 
been a pleasure working with each of you over the past 
several years. You are some of the finest in our profession 
and I look forward to seeing you grow and make a 
difference in our profession in so many new ways!  
Your leadership has proved to be nothing but incredible  
as we have unified our profession and moved it forward  
to make it stronger than ever. 

I would also like to thank our public appointee Doug 
Kosloski, Q.C. whose term is also expiring this summer. 
Doug has brought some amazing insight to the many 
decisions we have made over the years. His outside 
expertise has always been greatly appreciated. 

Most of all, thank you to all of you for allowing me to lead 
your profession for the past six years. I am honoured to 
have been a small part of the changes as we have moved 
from a unified group to a stronger accounting profession.

I wish you all the best and hope you have a safe and  
healthy summer. 

NOTES FROM THE

LEADERSHIP
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CEO REPORT

As we enjoy the first days of summer, the spring of 2020 will 
always be one to remember. Although we heard about the 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) in January and February, I don’t 
think that any of us anticipated the magnitude of the impact 
it would have in our lives once March rolled in. We closed 
our office and set out to work remotely on March 18 and 
began to navigate through these uncertain times.

At first, there were many difficult decisions, including the 
cancellation of our Convocation Ceremony and Dinner 
set for March 14, our first Truth and Reconciliation event 
scheduled for May 12, the AGM and Conference in June and 
various in-person PD courses during this period. Those were 
decisions that had to be made which were disappointing for 
us all. Once the staff was set to work from home, we then 
focused on our Spring Renewal process and on providing 
needed resources to members. A webpage dedicated to 
COVID-19 Resources for CPAs in Saskatchewan was created 
and a new way to keep us all connected was set. It was 
immediate change for all of us. The transition was swift but, 
thanks to modern technology, we found a new way to work.

As we settled into working remotely, we began to see 
opportunities and started to take steps forward to offer 
services to members in different ways. Several online PD 
courses have been developed and offered to members, which 
has been well received. A new recruiting information session 
was created and posted to our website. The 2020 AGM will 
be offered in a virtual format in the fall. Our regulatory 
staff have been working on processes to deliver practice 
inspections in a remote environment. We are looking at new 
ways to deliver more outreach and learning opportunities for 
members and additional ways to ensure that we continue to 
meet our mandate to protect the public. Our goal is to come 
through these challenging times with better processes, new 
opportunities, and a stronger staff. We look to each other for 
support as we make our way forward. 

The CPA profession has also continued its work on the 
Foresight: Reimagining the Profession project. Phase 1 of the 
project concluded last fall, and we are now well into Phase 2. 
That work is exploring how the profession will need to pivot 
to new ways of doing things, including:

• measuring value beyond financials to capture societal 
expectations

• harnessing the power of vast quantities of data to make 
decisions and establishing new models of governance and 
decision-making

• developing new skills and competencies
• protecting integrity, trust and ethics

As we continue to advance our profession and the value 
our members add to the business community, the greater 
communities where we live and our new normal, I would 
like to thank our Board, volunteers, staff and members for 
their leadership and continued engagement. 

We are pleased to see the resilience of our members who 
are adapting to the realities of living and working during 
COVID. It is a testament to your strength and ability to 
adapt. Ideally, we will come through this time stronger than 
we were before, with new skills and an openness to new 
ideas. Stay safe. 

Shelley Thiel, FCPA, FCA, CEO, CPA Saskatchewan

CEO  

REPORT

NOTES FROM THE

LEADERSHIP
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Call for Board Nominations

Nominations for election to the CPA Saskatchewan  
Board for 2020-2021 are now requested. 

Nominations must be received by the  
Chief Executive Officer of the Institute by  

4:00 p.m., C.S.T., on Wednesday, August 12, 2020.

Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan

Notice of Annual General Meeting
Regina, Saskatchewan, September 2, 2020

The Annual General Meeting of the members of the Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan  
will be held on Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 12:00 p.m. for the reception of the financial statements of  

the Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2020,  
together with the auditor’s report thereon; the appointment of the auditor for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2021;  

and for the transaction of such other business as may properly come before the meeting.

Shelley Thiel, FCPA, FCA 
Chief Executive Officer

Dated this 15th day of May 2020.

Diana Leray, CPA, CA 
Chair

More information about the virtual 2020 AGM and instructions for registration will be sent to members once all arrangements are 
confirmed. Save the date! 

Under the Bylaws, seven members are to be elected to the Board this year. The terms of Glen Bailey, FCPA, FCA, Paul Jacob, CPA, 
CMA, Bob Korol, FCPA, FCMA, Diana Leray, CPA, CA, Rod Sieffert, CPA, CA, Darcy Spilchen, CPA, CA, CMA, and Laurie Thomas, 
CPA, CMA, will expire as of the 2020 Annual General Meeting.
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COVID-19 RESOURCES FOR CPAs 
To help CPAs stay current with developing news that impacts our profession and to help our members easily find resources to 
adjust to our changing work environments, CPA Saskatchewan and CPA Canada developed special, continuously updated web 
pages available to you at cpask.ca. Some of the latest news include:

CPA SASKATCHEWAN 
REMOTE WORK TIPS
View CPA Saskatchewan’s remote work tips for professional 
accountants here. And for more provincial resources visit 
our COVID-19 webpage.

SECURITY AND 
PRIVACY WHILE 
WORKING AT HOME
While working from home it is important to ensure security 
and privacy. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of 
Canada and the Office of the Saskatchewan Information  
and Privacy Commissioner have some security tips.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY 
IN A CRISIS: COVID-19 
CHALLENGES
Unplanned events can have a devastating effect on 
organizations. Learn about the resources available from  
CPA Canada to help you respond to the challenges related  
to COVID-19.

Organizations are facing unprecedented times as the 
measures being deployed to slow the spread of the novel 
coronavirus (COVID-19) are impacting capital markets, 
supply chains, and business operations. The uncertainties 
of the current environment serve as a powerful reminder to 
senior decision-makers of the need for risk management and 
crisis planning.

COPING WITH THE 
COVID-19 CRISIS: 
WHAT SMALL 
BUSINESSES CAN  
DO TO SURVIVE
From checking your reserves to brainstorming with your 
staff, here are some practical actions you can take to cope 
with this rapidly evolving situation. Read the full CPA 
Canada article.

CEWS EXTENSION AND 
TECHNICAL CHANGES 
ANNOUNCED 
Finance Minister Bill Morneau announced that the federal 
government will extend the CEWS by an additional 12 weeks 
to August 29, 2020. The government will also consult with 
key stakeholders on potential adjustments to the program 
to incent jobs and growth, including the 30 per cent revenue 
decline threshold. Learn more here.

RE-OPEN 
SASKATCHEWAN
The provincial government issued a plan to re-open 
Saskatchewan, which includes five phases. The plan outlines 
the phase-in approaches to slowly and responsibly lift 
restrictions on businesses and services, with consideration 
given to socioeconomic factors and the risk of transmission. 
Read the plan here.
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TRENDING
FORESIGHT UPDATE MAY 2020 

ENTER COVID-19: REIMAGINING  
THE PROFESSION HAS NEVER  
BEEN MORE CRITICAL

 
 
 
 
 
 
By Gordon Beal 
Vice President, Research, 
Guidance and Support 
CPA Canada 

 
Not very many months ago, it was difficult to imagine 
a single circumstance that would disrupt governments, 
economies and social norms – right around the globe.  
Enter COVID-19. 

It seems somewhat prophetic that as the health crisis 
gathered momentum, the accounting Profession was already 
18 months into the Foresight, Reimagining the Profession 
initiative. It is an ambitious multi-stakeholder initiative to 
explore what the rapidly-changing business environment 
could mean for the accounting profession. 

In the first phase, Foresight assembled leaders in public 
practice, business, government, academia, and industry 
to engage in an extended forward-looking dialogue.  
The findings are summarized in a report called “The Way 
Forward: Transforming insights into action.” I encourage  
you to read it; it will be an hour well spent. 

Now, well into Phase 2, we have embarked on an ambitious 
research agenda delving into pervasive and rapid changes in 
the business landscape which are being exacerbated by the 
pandemic. The research agenda currently focuses on two 
workstreams – mastering the use of data and rethinking 
value creation. 

Mastering the use of data 

Data is ubiquitous and powerful, and yet, the absence of 
systems to assure the integrity of the data that governments 
and businesses use to make critical decisions leaves a gaping 
hole in our collective capacity to harness its true value. 
Access to reliable and useful data has been a pervasive issue 
during the COVID crisis as governments and businesses 
make decisions on how to respond.

The Way Forward

TRENDING: FORESIGHT 
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In this untamed environment, the CPA profession offers 
a strong voice at tables of influence, helping to shape the 
data standard setting process and advance the regulatory 
environment. 

At the same time, CPAs must also prepare ourselves 
individually to provide value in this data-rich, data-intense 
and data-driven economy. An important objective of this 
workstream is to position CPAs to be as widely accepted 
for roles in data as we are in financial roles. An exciting 
piece of the research involves a skills gap assessment to set 
out a direct path to prepare CPAs to assess relevance of 
data, provide insights on data for decision-making and to 
articulate the interrelationship between data and driving 
organizational results. 

Rethinking value creation 

Organizations are driving value in ways they never have 
before. The creation of future value from intangible assets 
(brands, relationships, and data) is difficult to measure in 
our current paradigm. As a result, strategic decisions about 
directions to take and investments to make are increasingly 
difficult as evidenced by the current global situation.

The ability to measure an organization’s success at creating 
value is central to the CPA role and will be the bridge 
that enables us to play a broader role in the value creation 
decision-making process.

To that end, we have launched an ambitious project that 
involves mapping out value creation related reporting 
frameworks and decision-making tools that have been 
developed internationally. CPAs are now being recruited  
to participate in a Proof of Concept Initiative to test-pilot  
the various solutions that will explore their use in the 
decision-making process. The intention is to create a 
database that allows CPAs to identify the solutions that 
address challenges specific to their organizations while  
also reinforcing the profession’s critical role in this area. 

Beyond the research streams
Integrity and trust, long the cornerstones of the accounting 
profession, underpin all of the Foresight work. Our public 
interest mandate demands we advocate for ethical business 
behavior in the digital age and establish our role as a 
regulated profession with the capacity to provide trust by 
injecting principles of audit across the emerging business 
landscape.

Amidst this unprecedented change, CPAs will need to 
embrace a philosophy of “learn, unlearn and relearn.” 
Foresight is helping to identify the skills and competencies 
accountants will need to be adaptative and innovative. In 
addition to working closely with the new Competency Map 
Task Force, new professional development programming  
will be developed to support members in the transition. 

Achieving the transformational change envisioned by 
Foresight will depend on broad engagement of CPAs and 
other stakeholders. In addition, strategic oversight will 
be provided by an influential Oversight Committee that 
includes representation from CPA Canada, the Provincial 
CPA Bodies, the firms, industry, government and regulators. 
Shelley Thiel, CEO of CPA Saskatchewan brings your 
Province’s perspective to this committee. 

While the foundation for the Foresight work was laid before 
COVID-19 had become a household word, the pandemic 
makes this work even more critical to all of us. It emphasizes 
the importance of having timely access to data that is 
complete and verifiable in order to make sound decisions. 
With the dramatic impact it is having on our economy and 
the business landscape we must reimagine how to create and 
measure corporate value. 

Simply put, it reinforces the importance of CPAs shifting our 
focus from hindsight to Foresight. 

THE WAY  

FORWARD: 

TRANSFORMING INSIGHTS  

INTO ACTION 

  

6 CPA CANADA FORESIGHT: THE WAY FORWARD
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CONGRATULATIONS TO  
CPA SASKATCHEWAN’S 2020 
FELLOW CHARTERED PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTANTS
The title of Fellow CPA, designated by the initials FCPA, formally recognizes members who have rendered 
exceptional service to the profession or whose achievements in their careers or in the community have earned them 
distinction and brought honour to the profession.

This year the CPA SK Board bestowed this honour to three Saskatchewan members. They are:

Adynea Russell 
FCPA, FCA

Scott Verity 
FCPA, FCA

Valerie Watson 
FCPA, FCA

CPA SASKATCHEWAN CONGRATULATES THE 2020 FELLOW CPAs!

More information on the 2020 CPA SK Member Recognition Award recipients will be included in the next issue of the newsletter.

MEET CPA SASKATCHEWAN’S FIRST EVER  
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD RECIPIENT
The Lifetime Achievement Award is awarded annually to a Saskatchewan 
member with twenty or more consecutive years of service and who has 
demonstrated leadership in the profession by supporting the CPA SK Mission 
and Vision throughout their career as a CPA.

This year the CPA SK Board selected Shelley Brown to be the first Lifetime 
award recipient.

CPA SASKATCHEWAN MEMBERS ARE THE 
GREATEST RESOURCE OF THE CPA PROFESSION. 
CONGRATULATIONS! Shelley Brown 

FCPA, FCA

CPA SK 2020 MEMBER AWARDS
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MINDFULNESS 

Q&A WITH OUR WELLNESS SERIES EXPERTS
DR. THAMARAI MOORTHY  
ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS  
ABOUT MINDFULNESS

Recently CPA Assist and Lawyers Assist joined forces 
to provide additional support. A joint webinar wellness 
series was hosted to provide accountants and lawyers with 
additional information and resources as we navigate our 
‘new normal’ with COVID-19. 

Following the presentations CPA Assist received a few follow 
up questions. CPA Assist caught up with Dr. Moorthy, the 
presenter of Mindfulness in Turbulent Times and asked her to 
share her answers and thoughts on your questions. 

Q: What behaviors should I expect to see change if I start 
practicing mindfulness?

A: Mindfulness-based practices promote psychological and 
physical well-being. The intention of mindfulness practices 
is to increase awareness and acceptance of experiences, a 
crucial first step in changing behaviours. 

Typically, it is the avoidance of negative experiences or the 
attachment to positive experiences, along with the desire to 
change or hold on to these experiences that lead to distress 
and impulsive behaviours. Increased self-awareness and 
acceptance of experiences results in less reactivity. This, in 
turn, can improve one’s ability to make healthy choices. 
Through this process and when practiced consistently, 
mindfulness techniques can help alleviate stress, reduce 
anxiety and depression, improve focus and memory, and 
promote resilience. 

In the initial stages of practicing mindfulness, you can 
expect to become more aware of your internal and external 
experiences, and how you react to these experiences. This 
means that when you are learning mindfulness techniques, 
you should not expect to be free of thoughts, emotions, or 
sensations. Such experiences are part of the practice. It 
is in learning “to be” with these experiences that you can 
determine what you require to change the behaviours you 
wish to change.

Q: Are meditation and mindfulness the same thing?

A: Mindfulness and meditation share many common 
characteristics, but are considered distinct practices. 
Meditation is a formal or intentional practice that typically 
involves coming to a seated position for period of time. 

There are many types of meditations:

• Breath-awareness 
• Loving-kindness

• Mantra-based
• Movement-based

In all its forms, the main focus of meditation is to move 
inward to achieve a sense of calmness and balance by 
emptying the mind of thoughts. In contrast, the intention 
of mindfulness practices is to move inward to become 
more aware of the contents of one’s mind and to practice 
acceptance of experiences. 

Mindfulness is also different from meditation in that it can 
be practiced informally anytime or anywhere. 

Q: There are so many online resources it is overwhelming. As 
someone just starting out, what methods, apps, teachers, books 
and other resources would you recommend? 

A: The rapidly growing popularity of mindfulness has given 
rise to numerous online resources. Trying to determine 
the “right” resource can be overwhelming. This premise 
can help: the “right” resource is the one that is “right” for 
you. For this reason, it is important to first identify your 
intentions for wanting to learn mindfulness before exploring 
resources. For example, if your intention is to learn “to 
unplug” then learning mindfulness practices from a book/
in-person course instead of an online app or course might 
be appropriate. If your intention is to reduce work stress, 
then using an app with which you can practice at your 
workplace may prove beneficial. Regardless of the resource, 
however, mindfulness like any other skill comes with 
practice. Carving out some time every day (even 5 minutes) 
to formally practice mindfulness strategies can be beneficial. 

Jon Kabat-Zinn has played a pivotal role in bringing 
mindfulness to mainstream psychology and medicine. 
One of his first books, Wherever You Go, There You Are: 
Mindfulness Meditation in Everyday Life, remains an 
important resource in this area. The Mindfulness Revolution: 
Leading Psychologists, Scientists, Artists, and Meditation 
Teachers on the Power of Mindfulness in Daily Life by Barry 
Boyce is also a good primer. Thích Nhất Hạnh, Tara Brach, 
Kirsten Neff, Dan Harris, and Judson Brewer are several 
other prominent figures in this area. Many of these experts 
also offer Ted Talks, online or in-person courses, and apps 
that can be found on their websites. 

For more information about upcoming webinars, visit the 
CPA Assist website.
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Andrea Bamberger is of the opinion that despite the struggles 
we have all faced during these uncertain times, it has been an 
incredible period of learning and innovation. “I believe there 
will be many organizations who will reinvent themselves and 
ultimately be better and stronger on the other side of this 
crisis,” she noted. “The past four months have been magnified 
in our collective memory. As a student, I remember the 
concept of business agility. This simple concept has remained 
with me and the value of building agility into every element 
of a business is especially evident today.” 

Andrea grew up in a small town in Saskatchewan and moved 
to Saskatoon to study at the University of Saskatchewan, 
earning a Bachelor of Commerce degree in 2007. “I never 
wanted to be an accountant,” she explained. “I loved 
Marketing and selected that as my major. My first job was 
with a regional airline in a trial run of a Marketing Assistant 
position. After six months, they offered me an accounting 
job to cover a mat leave. I learned accounting quickly, found 
efficiencies, and automated more than half of the workload 
of that position, which gave me the opportunity to work on 
other projects, like route optimizations, pricing strategies, 
and business cases for new aircraft. So I discovered that what 
I really loved to do was help businesses grow, and the key  
(for me) to do that effectively was a strong base knowledge  
of accounting and finance.”

In 2010 Andrea moved to New Brunswick where she pursued 
the CMA program, obtaining her CMA designation in 2012. 

Back in Saskatchewan, Andrea is currently working for 
the Kreos Group of Companies since 2013 as Financial 
Controller in Saskatoon. “Kreos is owned by PIC Investment 
Group and has grown tremendously over the years, now 
with touchpoints on every element of private aviation in 
Saskatchewan,” she noted. “We offer aircraft management, 
aircraft sales and acquisitions, charter, maintenance, 
hangarage, FBO services, aviation real estate, and on-and 
off-airport fuelling. Our business has largely been driven 
in service of aircraft management. Private aviation – for 

both business and personal use – continues to grow in 
Saskatchewan and Western Canada. Kreos is privileged  
to be a part of this story.”

As the Financial Controller, Andrea was instructed early  
on that her primary mandate was to ‘add value.’ “Simply put,  
I am a financial storyteller, non-fiction of course. I add value 
through strategy, leadership, and creating something better.”

“It is also important to acknowledge that the information we 
have, even in real-time, is limited. Historical data does not 
apply to the present situation, and today’s data is not likely  
a strong indicator of the coming months,” Andrea noted.  
“It does however, help us to understand the cause-and-effect 
relationships within our business and what we must protect 
in order to weather the storm.” 

Andrea feels that volunteering will always remain a priority 
for her. “I’ve been part of a church sponsorship committee 
for Syrian refugees. Since 2016, we have completed three 
sponsorships to bring a total of five family members safely 
to Canada,” she said. “I am also part of a committee to create 
the business case for a large building expansion project. It has 
been incredibly fulfilling work and these projects are close to 
my heart, as we work to create something for the benefit of 
the generations to come. Most recently, I am also a volunteer 
home school teacher!”  

Andrea and her husband have two young daughters and they 
live in Martensville. “I try to balance my office hours with 
time outdoors: running, hiking, camping, and – planned for 
this summer – backcountry adventures.”

“My husband’s family lives on the East Coast, so we’ve been 
fortunate to spend most of our vacations on the beaches of 
PEI,” she notes. “I have a soft spot for the Maritimes, as I 
see many parallels in the cultures of the farming and fishing 
communities. The hospitality is genuine, the scenery is 
breathtaking, and the seafood is fresh. Highly recommended 
for any traveller!”

Andrea Bamberger, CPA, CMA

ADDING VALUE 
THROUGH STRATEGY, LEADERSHIP  
AND CREATING SOMETHING BETTER

MEMBER 

PROFILE

PROFILE: ANDREA BAMBERGER, 
CPA, CMA
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MEMBER SERVICES NEWS 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

CPA Saskatchewan’s PD line-up has gone virtual. Courses 
are regularly being added to the 2020-2021 PD offerings.

Check out the CPA SK Calendar on our webpage for all  
live July and August PD offerings. There are also a number  
of on-demand options that you can find through the 
Professional Development webpage.

CPA Saskatchewan is also planning some half-day in-person 
courses in the fall.  Stay tuned.

For registration inquiries, contact Rhonda Day,  
(306) 337-2836. For course content inquiries, contact  
Shelley Lukasewich, CPA, CGA, (306) 337-2841.

CONTINUING 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT (CPD) 
Reminder of minimum requirements: 
CPD includes verifiable and unverifiable learning activities. 
A minimum of 10 verifiable and 20 total hours each calendar 
year are required. And a minimum of 60 verifiable and a total 
of 120 hours over a rolling three-year cycle is mandatory. 

SEPTEMBER 2020  
CFE UPDATE
CPA Canada announced in April that the CFE examination 
scheduled for May 27 to 29, 2020, would be postponed due to 
the pandemic. Therefore, there will only be one offering of the 
CFE examination this year and that will be in September 2020. 

The CPA profession has implemented several measures to 
explore options that will allow us to deliver the September 
2020 Common Final Examination (CFE). These measures 
include the creation of a special COVID-19 Examination 
Advisory Task Force to consider possible scenarios and 
explore feasible CFE writing alternatives. Recommendations 
from public health authorities are being closely monitored to 

ensure all the latest health guidelines are followed. Watch for 
upcoming updates. 

EDUCATION UPDATE 
In light of current physical-distancing restrictions, the 
profession announced in May some changes to the June 
2020 CPA Professional Education Program (CPA PEP) and 
CPA preparatory course assessments, including changes 
to assessment delivery, assessment formats, the schedule, 
requirements, and the timing of future communications. 
Find up-to-date information on the impacts of COVID-19 
on the CPA certification program. 

CPA SK STAFF UPDATE
Rhonda Day,  
Administrative Assistant, 
Member Services 

CPA Saskatchewan is pleased 
to congratulate Rhonda Day  
on celebrating 10 years of 
service, on June 7, the first five 
years with the Institute  
of Chartered Accountants.

Currently Rhonda is 
responsible for providing 

support to the Director of Operations and Member and 
Candidate Services, including the coordination of the 
Professional Development Program, processing of fees,  
as well as providing assistance for the CPD submission  
and records.

Congratulations Rhonda! 

Vanessa Kohlenberg,  
Associate Director, Registration

CPA Saskatchewan congratulates 
Vanessa Kohlenberg on her 20 
years of service, first 15 years 
with CMA SK and now at CPA 
SK, on August 8. 

Vanessa is responsible for the 
Registration function of the 
Institute, including maintenance 

of the registrant database. As well, she supports the Registration 
Committee, manages the fees process, and contributes 
regulatory information to the website.

Congratulations Vanessa!
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Dan Nguyen has adapted to the new normal due to 
COVID-19 and she takes things one day at a time. “I believe 
we did not see this pandemic coming or how it has affected 
everyone,” she said. “What we had planned in the budget and 
in our business plan a year ago has now changed completely. 
With the current situation, it often makes me think about 
my role as a CPA and how I need to adapt to changes after 
the pandemic and all the things I can do for my company.”

Dan was born in Vietnam, but in 1994 she and her family 
moved to Canada, settling in Regina. “We were sponsored 
by my auntie who immigrated to Canada in the 1980s as 
‘boat people’ who escaped the Vietnam War,” she explains. 
“I am grateful to live in Canada and for everything I have 
accomplished.”

Dan studied at the University of Regina and obtained a 
Bachelor of Business Administration degree with a major  
in Accounting in 2010. “I have always been interested in  
an accounting career so when the opportunity came I took 
it,” she noted. “I found a permanent accounting position 
with the Government of Saskatchewan when I was working 
on my university degree. This was where I found my 
accounting mentor. She taught me accounting, encouraged 
and supported me to pursue an accounting designation,  
so after my university graduation I registered myself into  
the CGA program. I overcame many challenges, but I 
worked hard and obtained my CGA designation in 2015.”

Dan currently works at SaskEnergy as an Internal Auditor. 
“As you know, SaskEnergy is Saskatchewan’s natural gas 
distribution company,” she said. “The company delivers 
the benefits of safe, convenient and environmentally-
friendly natural gas to more than 390,000 residential, 
farm, commercial and industrial customers throughout 
the Province. We purchase natural gas from independent 
suppliers and transport it through our over 70,000-kilometer 
distribution system to 93% of Saskatchewan communities.”

“As an Internal Auditor, I am able to review and analyze the 
company’s current processes to provide recommendations 
for improvement to minimize risks that affect the company 
in achieving its goals, and ensuring the company is in 
compliance with regulatory bodies. The position also  
allows me to identify internal and external risks that  
might affect the company, such as a regulatory change.”

“I am proud to be a CPA,” Dan said. “This designation 
has opened many doors for me and I can use my skills, 
connections, and ideas to help others. In my view, the CPA 
designation has been able to change with the times and 
it will continue to do so. It will continue to attract new 
members because it provides leverage for its membership  
for many opportunities all over the world.” 

Dan believes giving back to the community is important. 
“I like volunteering,” she noted. “I volunteer through my 
company’s community programs, including the Community 
BBQ, Christmas Gift Wrap for School Students, the Queen 
City Marathon, and for the Food Bank.”

When asked where the last destination she travelled to was, 
Dan said Anaheim, CA. “I have a son Xavier (4) who keeps 
me on my feet all the time. I took my son to Disneyland and 
we had a great time. The trip also became a family reunion, 
so my son got to meet members of my family from Europe 
who travelled all the way to Anaheim to meet us.” 

And when Dan can take a break and has some time for 
herself, what does she like to do? “I go dancing. I love 
ballroom dancing!”

Dan Thuy Thi Nguyen, CPA, CGA

USING MY CPA SKILLS 

  TO HELP 
OTHERS

MEMBER 

PROFILE

PROFILE: DAN THUY THI NGUYEN, 
CPA, CGA
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MEMBER EVENTS AND NEWS 
‘THE ONE’ FROM  
HOME 2020
Online - September 17-18, 2020

 
Are you future-ready? Find out what’s next in business 
during this unprecedented time. CPA Canada’s must-attend 
event of the year is back and this time it’s going to be a fully 
virtual two-day experience.

Join CPAs from across the country for a different conference 
concept this fall: The ONE from Home. CPA Canada 
understands how challenging the new normal is, and they 
want to ensure everyone can continue physically distancing 
without missing out on great training or networking 
opportunities. That’s why The ONE 2020 is going fully virtual. 

Come explore timely strategies and technical solutions 
that are transforming the business world in the wake of 
COVID-19, as well as new trends in accounting, technology 
and leadership. 

Registration is now open. Registration packages available 
with affordability in mind. Please visit cpacanada.ca for more 
information. Register now!

CPA SK MEMBER 
SURVEY – FALL 2020
CPA Saskatchewan will be conducting a Member Survey in 
the Fall of 2020. Information on the survey will be sent to 
members by email. CPA SK would request that you take a 
few minutes of your time to answer the survey and send us 
your comments. Your feedback is needed and it will be used 
to plan future events and services.

CPA SK  
ANNIVERSARY PINS
CPA Saskatchewan is mailing out CPA Anniversary Pins  
to the eligible members who have requested it. 

Given recent developments, and the fact that staff is 
currently working from home, the mailing process has 
slowed down. However, we wanted to reassure our members 
who are expecting to receive their pins by mail that the pins 
will be mailed as soon as it is possible. 

CPA CANADA 
FINANCIAL LITERACY 
PROGRAM

All scheduled in-person Financial Literacy sessions have 
been postponed until further notice. However, CPA Canada 
has been converting as many of the in-person sessions to 
virtual sessions where possible. During April and May they 
offered webinars for two webinar series: Small Business and 
Entrepreneurs and for Wellness. 

The following webinars are now available on demand:

• Getting Money: What lenders and investors want
• Honest Talks with the Experts – Pivoting and changing 

business models
• Tips to Maximize your Business During and After 

COVID-19
• Wellness in a Time of Crisis
• Survive and Thrive Financially After Losing Your Job Due 

to COVID-19

In addition, CPA Canada has launched a COVID-19 Special 
Series of their Mastering Money podcast, specifically related 
to financial and wellness hurdles due to the pandemic. These 
are now posted on their current podcast channels: Apple 
Podcasts, Google Podcasts, PodBean and Spotify.

The 2020 Mastering Money conference, which had been 
scheduled for November in Toronto, has been postponed  
to 2021.

CPA Canada Financial Literacy launched its own COVID-19 
Resources webpage in early June. 
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CPA SASKATCHEWAN 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND INC.

The CPA Saskatchewan Scholarship Fund Inc. (the Fund) is 
an affiliated but independent entity to CPA Saskatchewan. 
All CPA Saskatchewan members are members of the Fund.

The purposes of the Fund are:

• To provide scholarships, bursaries or grants to those 
enrolled in the CPA educational program. 

• To assist recipients in the continuation of their  
course of studies in Saskatchewan leading to the  
CPA professional designation.

• To promote higher education by providing bursaries, 
scholarships and grants to qualified students.

The Fund is primarily supported by donations and it is a 
registered charity through the Canada Revenue Agency. 
It is these donations that will allow the Fund to assist and 
support students and candidates in achieving their dreams  
of becoming Chartered Professional Accountants.

Your generous donation to the Scholarship Fund would be 
very much appreciated. You can make a donation online 
at cpask.ca, under “Become a CPA” and “Scholarship 
Fund.” A Donation page will take you directly to the CPA 
Portal where you can donate online. Or simply click on the 
Donation button below. Thank you! 

MAKE A DONATION

 
You will receive a confirmation receipt from PayPal after your 
donation and an official tax receipt from the Fund will be 
issued at the end of the year.

The Fund is managed by a Board and supported by the CPA 
Saskatchewan office staff. The current Board members are: 
Don Walker, CPA, CGA (Chair); Natalie Styles, CPA, CGA 
(Secretary); Julie Tsui, CPA, CGA (Treasurer); Loveleen 
Baldos, CPA, CMA; Pamela Pifko, CPA, CMA; Kristin 
Walker, CPA, CA; and Kyla Wilson, CPA, CA.

AGM HELD VIRTUALLY  
FOR THE CPA SK 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
The CPA Saskatchewan Scholarship Fund Inc. held 
its AGM virtually on June 16, 2020. Thank you to all 
the members who participated. Anyone interested 
in obtaining a copy of their financial report can 
download a copy from the CPA SK website.

CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS:  
CPA SK SCHOLARSHIP  
FUND BOARD 
The CPA Saskatchewan Scholarship Fund Inc.  
is looking for volunteers to serve on their board. 
The board meets two or three times a year by  
phone and organizes fundraising events.

If you are interested, please send an email to 
Myrna Buttner before July 31, 2020. 
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Jacques la Cock is a partner at Vantage CPAs, a full-service 
firm of Chartered Professional Accountants in North 
Battleford, Saskatchewan. “We consist of four partners 
and a team of nineteen staff. We provide a full range of 
client services including accounting, auditing, taxation and 
business advisory,” he explains. “My role focuses mainly on 
accounting, advisory and income tax matters with privately-
owned businesses. I have a strong tax background and 
specialize in serving the unique needs of owner managed 
businesses in various industries such as Agriculture, 
Professional, Oilfield Services, Health Care and Retail.” 

“As a firm we are very fortunate that we have been able 
to remain operational while adhering to guidelines and 
implementing the necessary measures to keep our staff 
and clients safe during COVID-19,” Jacques said. “We 
are grateful that we updated our information technology 
infrastructure prior to the pandemic. This enabled some of 
our staff to work from home when needed due to childcare 
or healthcare demands. Even though our office is still closed 
to the public, we are able to meet the specific needs of our 
clients during these uncertain times.” 

Jacques believes there will always be a high demand for 
CPAs in the workforce, no matter what the future holds. 
“Even under the current restrictions and uncertainties, CPAs 
have remained essential. The various paths available as a 
CPA allows individuals to make a difference in many areas.”

Jacques was born in South Africa where he grew up.  “I 
obtained my bachelor degree in Accounting in 2002 and 
completed my B.Compt. Hons. and Certificate in the Theory 
of Accounting in 2003,” he noted. “In 2006, I qualified and 
became a member of the South African Institute  
of Chartered Accountants. We immigrated to Canada in 
May 2007 and, after writing a reciprocity exam, I became 

a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
Saskatchewan in 2008. And between 2011 and 2013 I 
completed the CICA In-Depth Tax Course Levels I and II.”

Jacques is of the opinion that the accounting profession 
offers unique advantages in giving back to society. 
“Respected and admired by clients and the general public, 
CPAs give back to the community in many ways,” he said. 
“As a firm we strive to give back to our community by 
sharing our knowledge, skills, time and finances when the 
opportunity arises. Most of my volunteer activities revolve 
around my children’s busy extracurricular activities. I am 
currently the treasurer of Table Mountain Ski Club where 
I contribute to the club using my accounting skills. I am 
a member of the Battleford Central School Community 
Council and I volunteer locally at Awana, a children’s 
ministry. And for the past five years our family has 
contributed to the North American fundraising event, Ride 
for Refuge, by hosting a local bike ride in the Battlefords.”

Jacques is married to Mari, a family physician practicing in 
North Battleford. “We have two active children aged nine 
and eleven who keep us busy and entertained,” he observed. 
“Our family enjoys travelling as often as possible and we 
last travelled to Australia in December 2019. Our trip had 
numerous highlights but snorkeling in the picturesque Great 
Barrier Reef was an unforgettable experience!”

Jacques is also an avid cyclist and he likes riding pretty much 
every day. “I love the outdoors and I compete in triathlons 
occasionally.”

Jacques la Cock, CPA, CA

  CPAs GIVE BACK
TO THE COMMUNITY IN  

MANY WAYS

MEMBER 

PROFILE

PROFILE: JACQUES LA COCK, 
CPA, CA
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CPA INSURANCE 
PLANS WEST

YOUR WELL BEING
IS OUR TOP PRIORITY.

Safeguard what matters most. Learn about our products and services at cpaipw.ca/about.

With the rapid and ongoing spread of COVID-19, 
CPA Insurance Plans West continues to provide 
prompt and quality customer service to CPAs in 
Western Canada.
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CONGRATULATIONS 
NEW MEMBERS!
NEW GRADUATES
Anthony Challenger, CPA
Nathaniel Christian, CPA
Brendan Colville, CPA
Tyler Dawson, CPA
Kathleen de Bussac, CPA
Ying Ding, CPA, CGA
Remi Dufour, CPA
Kelsie Dutka, CPA
Michael Gonari, CPA
Jayelle Gustafson, CPA
Jessica Hill, CPA
Gabriella James, CPA
Rebecca Johnson, CPA
Amber Keen, CPA
Tammy Kuntz, CPA
Weixian Li, CPA
Yangyang Liu, CPA 

Ian Martin, CPA
Jessica Medernach, CPA
Su Ping Ng, CPA
Kurtis Nicholson, CPA
Moyosore Odeyemi, CPA
Nicole Parker, CPA
Kyle Paterson, CPA
Koleban Paziuk, CPA
April Polasek, CPA
Florence Quinto, CPA
Kaylee Sparrowhawk, CPA
Jingwen Su, CPA
Jason Vander Ende, CPA
Eric Verity, CPA
Lyndon Weber, CPA
Samantha Weber, CPA
Ying Zhang, CPA, CA

NEW TO SK
Kayla Black, CPA, CA
Patrick Doerksen, CPA, CA
Geoffrey Garland, CPA, CA
Bradley MacDonald, CPA

NEW BY MRA
Tao Li, CPA

IN MEMORIAM
We were saddened to learn of the passing of the 
following members:
Brian Robert Atkinson, FCPA, FCA,  
from Regina, SK, on March 31, 2020
Donald Macdonald Brown, CPA, CA,  
from St. Albert, AB, on January 18, 2020
Constance D. Millar, CPA, CMA,  
from Regina, SK, on February 27, 2020
Philipina L. Neale, CPA, CMA,  
from Regina, SK, on April 26, 2020
Edwin W. Penner, CPA, CMA,  
from Saskatoon, SK, on May 30, 2019
Dennis W. Schlosser, CPA, CMA,  
from Regina, SK, on April 9, 2020
Mervin F. Tole, CPA, CMA,  
from Saskatoon, SK, on February 3, 2020 
Our thoughts are with their families and friends.

WANTED: VOLUNTEERS
You can give back to the profession by volunteering 
with CPA Saskatchewan. We are looking for 
volunteers to sit in our regulatory and advisory 
committees. Please contact the Registrar at 
registrar@cpask.ca for more details if you are 
interested in donating some of your time and 
expertise to one of our CPA committees.

REGULATORY MATTERS 
GENERAL NOTICE TO CPA 
AND ACCA MEMBERS 
The Canadian CPA profession and ACCA (the 
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) are 
now in the process of negotiating a new agreement 
that sets out how members of each respective 
profession can obtain the designation of the other. 

The existing MRA will remain in place  
until April 30, 2021 

On April 8, 2020, CPA Canada sent ACCA a notice 
of termination of the MRA to terminate the MRA 
effective April 30, 2021. During this negotiation, 
the terms of the previous Mutual Recognition 
Agreement (MRA) will be respected for a one-
year notice period until April 30th, 2021, and fully 
completed applications for membership under the 
MRA must be received by the applicable body by 
this date. Another 12 months will be provided to 
process those completed applications. 

The negotiation process between CPA Canada and 
ACCA toward a new agreement has already begun 
and will continue in the months to come. 

ACCA and CPA Canada have worked together on 
important initiatives during the past two years, 
including a significant joint research project on how 
accountants can help bridge the infrastructure gap, 
as well as co-operation on public sector activities. 
Each is committed to fostering global mobility for 
accountants and will continue to have pathways 
into their respective designations for internationally 
trained professional accountants. 

Further information for CPA and ACCA 
members interested in applying for the respective 
memberships is available here. 
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REGULATORY NOTICES

The Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan

 NOTICE OF EXPULSION

On April 23, 2020 a discipline hearing panel of the Discipline Committee of the  
Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan ordered the expulsion  
of the following restricted member resulting in cancellation of her member registration:

LORETTE M. VIBAR

Having been expelled, this individual shall not use either the title ‘professional accountant’ or the  
professional designations ‘Chartered Professional Accountant’ or ‘Certified Management Accountant’,  

or the initials ‘CPA’ or ‘CMA’ in Saskatchewan. 

Authorized by:  
Leigha Hubick, CPA, CA 
Registrar April 30, 2020

The Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan

 NOTICE OF CANCELLATION  
OF REGISTRATION AS A FIRM

On April 23, 2020, a discipline hearing panel of the Discipline Committee of the Institute of Chartered  
Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan approved the cancellation of registration of the following firm:

VIBRANT ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS LTD.

The registration of this suspended firm has been cancelled pursuant to Regulatory Bylaw 33.5 due to  
non-compliance with the Rule underlying its suspension for a period in excess of one (1) year.

Having been cancelled, this firm shall not use either the title ‘professional accountant’, the  
professional designations ‘Chartered Professional Accountant’ or ‘Certified Management Accountant’,  

or the initials ‘CPA’ or ‘CMA’ in Saskatchewan. 

Authorized by:  
Leigha Hubick, CPA, CA 
Registrar April 30, 2020
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Notice of Discipline Committee Decision and Order Case #1811-30
NAGY, TROY ROBERT 

Following the receipt of a Formal Complaint made by the Professional Conduct Committee, the Discipline Committee 
held a hearing regarding the conduct of Troy Robert Nagy, CPA, CA (“Nagy”) on September 9, 2019 continued on 
February 3, 2020. 

The Formal Complaint arose in the context of executing due diligence to ensure recommendations were suitable for 
clients in the Investment Industry.

The general nature of the formal complaint on which the Discipline Committee made a determination of guilt relates to 
professional misconduct as defined in section 26 of The Accounting Profession Act (the APA) and Bylaw 200.2, made or 
continued pursuant to the APA. Further to Bylaw 200.4 Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 201.1 – Maintenance of the 
Reputation of the Profession is relevant. 

 Specifically, the Discipline Committee found: 

  That the registrant, during the delivery of services to clients for the period beginning in early 2010 and ending on or 
about January 2016, committed professional misconduct as defined in section 26 of The Accounting Profession Act, 
and which rules were in force and effect at the time of the registrant’s conduct in this matter.

  That the registrant failed to conduct himself at all times in a manner which maintains the good reputation of the 
profession and, thereby is in breach of Bylaw 200.2 and Rule 201.1 of the CPA Saskatchewan Rules of Professional 
Conduct, and which rules were in force and effect at the time of the registrant’s conduct in this matter.

Therefore, the Discipline Committee issued the following order:

 •  The respondent receive, and acknowledge in writing, a letter of reprimand,

 •  The respondent complete fourteen (14) hours of professional development in the area of ethics by 
June 30, 2020, the specifics of which are to be approved by the Registrar; 

 •  Publication in CPA Saskatchewan member newsletter and posting on the Institute’s website on a named basis 
of a summary of the breach and sanction. The publication shall include a link to the Investment Industry 
Regulatory Organization of Canada publication of its decision; and

 •  That no costs be assessed to Nagy. 

The text of relevant Bylaws and Rules of Professional Conduct:

Bylaw

200.2   A registrant or suspended registrant shall, at all times, exercise appropriate moral behaviour and shall comply 
with the laws of Canada and the province in which they reside or in which they provide professional services.

Rule

  Maintenance of the Reputation of the Profession

201.1   A member, student or firm shall act at all times in a manner which will maintain the good reputation of the 
profession and its ability to serve the public interest.

This notice is issued pursuant to Bylaw 49.1 and the terms of the Order.

Authorized by: 
Leigha Hubick, CPA, CA 
Registrar 
CPA Saskatchewan      March 22, 2020

DISCIPLINARY NOTICES
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Notice of Discipline Committee Decision and Order Case #1809-18
VIBAR, LORETTE M. 

Following the receipt of a Formal Complaint made by the Professional Conduct Committee, the Discipline Committee 
held a hearing regarding the conduct of Lorette M. Vibar (“Vibar”) on April 20, 2020. 

The Formal Complaint arose in the context of preparation of personal income tax returns and receiving funds from the 
client, as a loan or loans.

The general nature of the formal complaints on which the Discipline Committee made a determination of guilt relate to 
professional misconduct as defined in section 26 of The Accounting Profession Act (the APA) and bylaw 200.4 made or 
continued pursuant to the APA. The relevant Rules of Professional Conduct considered is 209.1 – Borrowing from Clients. 

 Specifically, the Discipline Committee found: 

  That Vibar obtained loans from the client through at least five transactions over a period of seventeen months in the 
accumulated total of $105,000.00. 

  That none of the loan transactions were documented by Vibar, despite repeated requests by the client.

  That in response to demands for payment, Vibar threatened that should the client continue to push her and/or  
to contact CPA Saskatchewan, she would declare bankruptcy, rendering the client unable to collect any funds.

  That the impact on the client was significant. 

The Discipline Committee therefore issued the following order:

 •  That the member shall be expelled from the Institute and that her name be struck from the register;

 •  That the sanction and findings of misconduct against the member shall be published by the Institute  
in the usual course; and

 •  That there shall be no financial penalty or costs sought against the member.

The text of relevant bylaws and rules of professional conduct:

Bylaws

200.4   The Board adopts the Rules of Professional Conduct as established and amended from time to time, which 
shall apply to registrants and suspended registrants.

Rules of Professional Conduct

  Borrowing from Clients

209.1   A member, student or firm shall not, directly or indirectly, borrow from or obtain a loan guarantee from  
a client unless either

 (a) the loan or guarantee has been made under normal commercial terms and conditions, and

  i.  the client is a bank or similar financial institution whose business includes lending money to the public; or
  ii.  the client is a person or entity, a significant portion of whose business is the private lending of money, or

 (b) (i)  in the case of a member or student, the client is a family member or an entity over which a family 
member exercises significant influence, or

  (ii)  in the case of a firm, the client is a family member of a partner or shareholder of the firm or an entity 
over which a family member of a partner or shareholder of the firm exercises significant influence. 

This notice is issued pursuant to Bylaw 49.1 and the terms of the Order.

Authorized by: 
Leigha Hubick, CPA, CA 
Registrar 
CPA Saskatchewan      April 30, 2020
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REGULATORY NOTICES

The Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan

 NOTICE OF MEMBER LICENCE RESTRICTION

On April 1, 2020, the Professional Practice Committee of the Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants  
of Saskatchewan approved a licence restriction of the following member:

BJORN SIGURDSON, CPA, CA

The licence of this member has been restricted such that the member is not permitted to issue an audit engagement 
report in Saskatchewan after the date noted above. 

Authorized by:  
Leigha Hubick, CPA, CA 
Registrar May 12, 2020

The Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of Saskatchewan

 NOTICE OF FIRM LICENCE RESTRICTION

On April 1, 2020, the Professional Practice Committee of the Institute of Chartered Professional Accountants of 
Saskatchewan approved a licence restriction of the following firm:

BJORN SIGURDSON CPA PROF. CORP.

The licence of this firm has been restricted such that the firm is not permitted to issue an audit engagement report 
in Saskatchewan after the date noted above. 

Authorized by:  
Leigha Hubick, CPA, CA 
Registrar May 12, 2020
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RESOURCES, PROGRAMS, 
PROFESSIONAL UPDATES  
AND EVENTS
CPA Canada  
COVID-19 updates
June 16, 2020 

CPA Canada is carefully monitoring 
COVID-19 for any new developments 
relating to its impacts. Be sure to 
check this page on a regular basis.

TAX

Federal government 
COVID-19 tax updates 
CPA Canada is a respected and 
influential voice relaying matters 
raised by our members to the  
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) 
and work collaboratively to identify 
solutions. Be sure to check back 
regularly for updates.

Future value drivers
Learn to identify and leverage 
the intangible drivers of your 
organization’s future success. 
Superior business performance  
is driven by intellectual capital.  
Read more about the series. 

Temporary wage 
subsidy: How it works 
The federal government is offering 
a Temporary Wage Subsidy to help 
employers and their employees 
weather the COVID-19 crisis. Find 
out which organizations qualify, how 
they can access this relief and more 
details. Learn more.

COVID-19 tax update: 
CEWS, employee 
expenses and benefits, 
deadline extensions
We are working closely with the 
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) as 
it rolls out the Canada Emergency 
Wage Subsidy (CEWS) and other 
COVID-19 relief. Find out the latest 
news from our ongoing discussions 
with the CRA. Learn more. 

COVID-19 Tax Webinar 
Recording
Bruce Ball, CPA Canada’s vice-
president, Taxation, and Vivian 
Leung, our lead principal, 
Taxation, address recent tax 
measures announced by the federal 
government and provide up-to-date 
information about our work with 
the CRA related to COVID-19. 
Recording of April 3rd, 2020  
webinar is available on demand. 

AUDIT AND 
ASSURANCE

Navigating  
accounting and  
auditing implications  
of COVID-19 

The COVID-19 pandemic has 
disrupted the lives of millions of 
people and paralyzed the global 
economy. Explore our resources to 
stay informed during this challenging 
time. Read more here. 

COVID-19:  
Special edition 
practitioner’s pulse 
On-Demand Event

Listen to this special edition of 
the Practitioner’s Pulse webinar 
where we answer some frequently 
asked questions around practice 
management issues and some key 
financial reporting and auditing 
implications of COVID-19. 

COVID-19 implications 
on going concern 
assessments 
Listen to this webinar and hear 
representatives from the Canadian 
Public Accountability Board (CPAB) 
and the Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board (AASB) share their 
perspectives about the implications 
of COVID-19 on going concern 
assessments. Register now. 

COVID-19 and going 
concern impacts
COVID-19-related events may 
cause a deterioration in an entity’s 
operating results and financial 
position, affecting its ability to 
continue as a going concern. Learn 
how to address the audit challenges 
that arise from these conditions. 
Learn more now. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING 

COVID-19: External 
resources related to 
reporting and audit 
CPA Canada has compiled a 
summary of external resources to 
help you understand the potential 
financial reporting and audit 
implications of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Learn more. 
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Webinar – Canadian 
public company 
financial reporting 
update: Q1 2020 
On-Demand Event

This webinar provides you with the 
latest updates on issues of relevance, 
including key changes to IFRS and 
Canadian securities legislation, and 
also explores specific regulatory and 
accounting matters that companies 
should consider in regards to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Sign up for 
the webinar now. 

ASPE alert: Subsequent 
events and other 
considerations related 
to COVID-19
Learn about whether companies 
applying Accounting Standards for 
Private Enterprises (ASPE) in Part 
II of the CPA Canada Handbook 
– Accounting (Handbook) should 
adjust annual financial statements 
issued in 2020 for the effects  
of COVID-19. 

Scenario analysis and 
TCFD climate risk 
disclosure: The next 
frontier in corporate 
reporting?
On demand event

Get an introduction to the rapidly 
evolving field of climate-based 
scenario analysis. Learn how it 
can be used to inform a company’s 
materiality assessment of climate-
related risks. One of the key 
recommendations of the Financial 
Stability Board’s Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) is for companies to assess 
and disclose the resilience of their 
strategy, taking into consideration 
multiple climate scenarios. But what 
does scenario analysis look like in 
practice? How are leading companies 
using it? How do you get started? 
Attend our webinar to find out the 
answers to these questions.

Webinar – Canadian 
public company 
financial reporting 
update: Q2 2020
July 16, 2020 12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. EST

This webinar for the second quarter 
of 2020 is part of our IFRS webinar 
series and provides you with the 
latest updates on issues of relevance, 
including key changes to IFRS and 
Canadian securities legislation.

ASNPO alert: 
Subsequent events and 
other considerations 
related to COVID-19
Learn about whether not-for-profit 
organizations applying Accounting 
Standards for Not-for-Profit 
Organizations (ASNPO) in Part 
III of the CPA Canada Handbook 
– Accounting (Handbook) should 
adjust annual financial statements 
issued in 2020 for the effects of 
COVID-19. 

SUSTAINABILITY

Business continuity 
in a crisis: COVID-19 
challenges

Unplanned events can have a 
devastating effect on organizations. 
Learn about the resources available 
to help you respond to the challenges 
related to COVID-19. 

The 2030 agenda 
for sustainable 
development

Professional accountants will play a 
significant role in the global agenda 
to achieve the United Nations’ 
sustainable development goals by 
2030. This report highlights key 
opportunities for making an impact 
on the most relevant goals. 
Globalization and industrialization 
have provided many social benefits. 
They have also created sustainable 
development dilemmas in the areas 
of inequality and extreme poverty, 
climate change, and other social and 
ethical challenges. Get your 
downloadable electronic copy.

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Avoiding fraud and 
identity theft in times  
of crisis

It’s said that a crisis brings out the 
best in people and, in most cases, 
that’s true. But there is a dark side 
to tough times, as fraudsters prey 
on people who are uncertain and 
looking for easy answers. Some 
fraudsters are using COVID-19 as a 
cover to launch new underhanded 
schemes to separate Canadians from 
much-needed funds. CPA Canada 
has assembled some helpful tips to 
provide information on how to avoid 
being a victim, during the current 
crisis and in everyday life. The tips 
are especially focused on online 
activities. Read the full article. 
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AFTER  
HOURS
Where in the World?
TRIVIA GAME – Around the world 
in five landmarks

Mausoleum for a King

This mausoleum of king Muhammad 
Adil Shah, Adil Shah Dynasty, is in 
Bijapur. Construction of the tomb 
was started in 1626 and completed 
in 1656. Its name is based on 
Gola gummata, derived from Gol 
Gombadh, meaning “circular dome” 
and it is said to be the second largest 
dome in the world, after St. Peter’s 
Basilica in Rome.

A Palace for a Magnate

This palace is located on the southern 
edge of the Parque Forestal. The 
three story building has an Italian 
Renaissance character. It is entirely 
surrounded by a frieze decorated 
with garlands and putti, and was 
constructed between 1916 and 1921 
to serve as the residence for magnate 
Augusto Bruna. In 1921, the palace 
had to be offered for sale and it was 
purchased by the U.S. ambassador, but 
since 1995, the building has housed 
the National Commerce Chamber. 

A Fortress on the Waterfront 

This fortress is in the town of Lamu. 
Originally situated on the waterfront, 
the fort today is located in a central 
part of town, about 70 metres (230 ft) 
from the main jetty on the shore.  
It was built between 1813 and 1821 
with Omani assistance. During the 
British colonial period, and after  
the country’s independence, the 
fort was used as a prison. Today it 
houses an environmental museum 
and library, and is often used for 
community events. 

A Monument to the Revolution 

This structure is a city landmark and 
monument commemorating the 
country’s Revolution. It is located 
in Plaza de la República, near to the 
heart of the major thoroughfares 
Paseo de la Reforma and Avenida 
de los Insurgentes. The building 
was initially planned as the Federal 
Legislative Palace during the regime of 
president Porfirio Diaz. The structure 
now functions as a mausoleum for 
the heroes of the Revolution of 1910, 
Francisco I. Madero, Francisco Villa 
and Venustiano Carranza. 

A Historic Building 

This historic building is located at 
the corner of Main Street and 6th 
Avenue. The building is 2½ storeys 
with a 4-storey bell and clock tower. 
Designed by the chief architect of 
the Department of Public Works, 
David Ewart, the building is the last 
surviving of a series of very similar 
buildings under a common theme. 
The building originally housed a 
post office, customs, and weights and 
measures office on the ground floor; 
customs and inland revenue offices 
and an office for the commanding 
officer of the police on the second 
floor, while the third floor housed 
caretaker’s quarters and officers 
quarters. The building was designated 
a National Historic Site in 1977 and it 
is currently used to house a museum 
and gallery. 

TRIVIA QUESTIONS: 

Must answer all correctly to win.

1.  For each of the five structures, 
please provide the name of  
the building or monument 
described above. 

2.  For each of the five monuments 
or buildings, please provide the 
country where you can find each  
of them.

Please send your answers to  
Myrna Buttner by July 20, 2020. The 
first three members who answer 
all questions correctly before the 
deadline will receive a sleeve of CPA 
golf balls and a book. Only one entry 
per member, please. Have fun!

The Crew Dragon  
wears Fernandez 
Elon Musk’s company SpaceX 
successfully launched its space  
vehicle – the Crew Dragon – with 
NASA astronauts Bob Behnken and 
Doug Hurley onboard on May 30  
to transport them to the ISS. 

The flight suits that Behnken and 
Hurley wear in the capsule look  
very different to previous designs.  
In stark contrast to the bulky 
pumpkin-coloured suits and round 
helmets familiar from the space 
shuttle era, SpaceX’s suits are slimline, 
white, one-piece numbers with sleek, 
3D-printed helmets. Each one is 
custom made for the astronaut. If they 
look like something from a science 
fiction movie, that’s because their 
look was devised by Mexican costume 
designer Jose Fernandez, who has 
worked on the Batman, X-Men and 
Thor movies. 

Taking care of  
each other
A Peruvian boy’s determination 
to study moved and inspired a 
businessman from Bahrain to  
help him.
Victor Angulo, 12, was forced to 
complete his homework on a cement 
sidewalk underneath a street lamp 
every night, in a residential area  
of Moche, a city in northern Peru.  
His family home had no electricity. 
A CCTV clip filmed in 2019 of Victor 
studying on the street went viral after 
a local resident posted the footage to 
Instagram. The video resonated with 
Bahraini man Yaqoob Mubarak, a 
wealthy businessman. So with the help 
of intermediaries, Mr. Mubarak found 
where Victor was and flew to Peru to 
meet him and his family. 
Yaqoob has since financed a new 
house for Victor’s family. He also 
provided funds to Victor’s parents so 
they could start their own business. 
And he reportedly purchased fifteen 
computers for Victor’s class, and a 
wheelchair for one of Victor’s friends 
who needed one. Victor was very 
grateful to Mr. Mubarak for helping 
his community.
Let’s take care of each other. Be safe 
and healthy this summer! 24      CPA SKConnect
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